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New Titles for Children and Young People
Anno, Mitsumasa. Anno's Medieval World; written and illus. by Mitsumasa Anno; ad. from
the translation by Ursula Synge. Philomel, 1980. 79-28367. Trade ed. ISBN 0-399-
20742-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-399-61153-3. 49p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.99.
The title of this book, first published in Japan, unfortunately does not indicate the
R fact that the text-and this has far more text than readers of previous Anno books
4-6 might expect-focuses on the concepts held by medieval people and the theories of
* medieval astronomers about the functioning of our universe. Expectably handsome
paintings, beautifully detailed, and framed with a scrolled floral border, show both
the real activities and some of the fanciful concepts of the people; while the text
describes some of the beliefs (witches, alchemy) of medieval times, the emphasis is
on conflicting theories (and their acceptance or rejection) about the shape of the
earth, the paths of solar bodies, etc. Anno does not use names, but in the author's
note he is explicit, in referring to statements made in the text, about Copernican and
Ptolemaic theories, the burning of Bruno, the rejection and persecution of Galileo;
a chronology is included. A nice introduction, a beautiful book.
Archer, Jules. You Can't Do That to Me! Famous Fights for Human Rights. Macmillan, 1980.
79-5127. ISBN 0-02-705600-7. 232p. $8.95.
Not a full history, this account of the long struggle for human rights focuses on
R individuals or groups who have achieved fame because of their contributions or their
7-10 situations: Spartacus, the barons whose protest produced the Magna Carta, Bolivar,
the Chinese general strike of 1922, and several instances of contemporary leaders
and causes. The tone is objective, the coverage in each section adequate and usually
including ample background information, and the writing style is a bit heavy but not
burdensome and always straightforward. Archer seldom interprets events, but he is
a careful and intelligent researcher and reporter; he concludes with a chapter that
discusses the protection of human rights and the offenses against them in today's
world, making some suggestions for improving the situation now and in the future.
A divided bibliography and an index are appended.
Armstrong, Louise. Saving the Big-Deal Baby; illus. by Jack Hearne. Dutton, 1980. 79-22838.
Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-525-38805-2; Paper ed. ISBN 0-525-45050-5. 42p. (Skinny
Books) Hardcover ed. $7.95; Paper ed. $2.50.
A book for older readers, in a series intended for slow or reluctant readers, is brief
M and is directed toward a social concern of great contemporary interest: the plight of
7-10 the abused child. Here the focus is on the parents: Robbie and Janine are a young
couple with a fractious baby who cries at night; it is Janine who handles the child
roughly, who is angry and impatient. She meets a sympathetic woman who says
she's had the same problem, and eventually the young parents join a group of other
parents who are trying to understand and control their anger and their treatment of
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children. Unfortunately, although such books are needed, this one just skims the
surface of a deep and complex problem; the writing style is adequate, but the limi-
tations of the series format preclude any development of character or of motivation,
which may not be a serious drawback in other books in the series but which is a real
weakness here.
Bethancourt, T. Ernesto. Doris Fein: Quartz Boyar. Holiday House, 1980. 80-15920. ISBN
0-8234-0378-5. 187p. $8.95.
A sequel to Doris Fein: Superspy has the same pell-mell ebullience and almost-
R mocking of the razzle-dazzle formula spy story. What Bethancourt does is keep the
6-9 action going, but on a small scale. Doris, agreeing to transport what she thinks is a
precious botanical sample to France, goes hurtling from Paris to Rome to London
because the sample delivery is a cover operation for the tracking down of a Romanov
chess piece (the boyar) made by Faberg6, and ultimately tracking down a master
criminal who covets the boyar. Doris is in and out of danger; she is wooed by a
charming Frenchman who then seems to be a villain and even later proves to be a
hero (i.e. on her team); she is, at the end, ready to make more-than-friends. Lots
of action, some humor; not a great spy story, but an easily assimilable one that's lots
of fun.
Blume, Judy. Superfudge. Dutton, 1980. 80-10439. ISBN 0-525-40522-4. 166p. $7.95.
In a sequel to Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Peter, now in fifth grade, views
R with gloom the prospect of spending the next year in another town while Dad takes
3-5 a leave of absence to write a book. He's not enthralled to learn that his mother is
pregnant and even less so at the prospect of having his pesky small brother, Fudge,
going to the same school. This is better knit than the first book, since there are
several threads that tie the episodic chapters together, but basically it is another
series of anecdotes about the redoubtable, precocious Fudge and it's very funny:
lightly sophisticated, wry but sunny, with firm characterization and good dialogue.
Bosse, Malcolm J. Cave Beyond Time. T. Y. Crowell, 1980. 79-7818. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-
04075-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04076-8. 187p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
Newly orphaned, fifteen-year-old Ben is not happy about being with his uncle, not
Ad interested in the materials found on their Arizona dig or in the theories about them.
7-9 Creeping out of camp, he is bitten by a rattlesnake and then has a series-of time-slip
adventures, moving from an early nomadic tribe to a more settled group; he has
loves, loyalties, and losses in each band of time-and presumably these help him
adjust, when he returns to his own time, to his bereavement. Bosse writes well:
some of the episodes are exciting or moving, and are convincing evocations of a
period in prehistory; what the book lacks is mortar for the bricks, for it has no logical
device (logical within the parameters of the fantasy) for moving from reality to fantasy
or from time zone to time zone.
Burch, Robert. Ida Early Comes over the Mountain. Viking, 1980. 79-20532. ISBN 0-670-
39169-7. 145p. $8.95.
The place is rural Georgia, the time is the Depression Era, and the protagonist is
R a tall, awkward, merry woman who shows up at the Sutton home looking for a job.
4-6 Since the mother of the four Sutton children has died recently, Mr. Sutton takes Ida
Early on as a housekeeper. Ida Early is casual about chores and tells tall tales about
her past, but her humor and understanding endear her to the children. Burch has
created a memorable character, but she's more than entertaining: through their em-
barrassment when Ida Early appears at school, is jeered at for her appearance (hays-
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stack hair, overalls, and clodhoppers) and not defended by the two older Sutton
children, the latter learn the shame of denying a friend. The lesson is gently taught,
with a poignant tenderness, and Ida Early's sudden departure (and subsequent return)
gives structure to an otherwise episodic story, written with a light, sure touch.
Cheney, Cora. Alaska: Indians, Eskimos, Russians, and the Rest; illus. with photographs and
maps. Dodd, 1980. 79-6638. ISBN 0-396-07792-7. 143p. $6.95.
The history of Alaska as presented here really focuses on recorded history; al-
Ad though Cheney describes the series of Ice Age migrations that brought the peoples
6-9 who became Alaska Indians and Eskimos, the description is brief and general. Prob-
ably the detailed account of Russian exploration and tenure will be of prime interest
to most readers, since it is less well known than the role of the United States in the
peninsula, or than the details of the gold rush or the oil pipeline. Although Cheney
occasionally makes an error ("As the ship was too small for ought but our bodies
. .") and although the photographs of arts or crafts objects are occasionally irrel-
evantly placed, the book as a whole gives good coverage, with some unfamiliar facts
included, and is capably written. A relative index is appended.
Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). A Search for Two Bad Mice; illus. by Margery Gill. Atheneum,
1980. 80-21789. ISBN 0-689-30771-3. 77p. $7.95.
Illustrated with clean, balanced pen and ink drawings, this is the story of a family's
Ad visit to England and the urgent interest of the younger of two girls, Sarah, in finding
3-4 the two bad mice from Beatrix Potter's story. For Sarah is convinced the mice exist,
and where would they be but in Beatrix Potter's home? The story is told by older
sister Barbara, who kindly arranges for substitute mice to satisfy her sibling. Oth-
erwise, although pleasantly told, this is a fairly static story that is more like a travel
diary than a novel; Barbara explains terms (a sweet means dessert, a lorry is a truck)
and comments on places and customs. The book will appeal primarily to primary
grades readers, but the viewpoint is that of an older child.
Coerr, Eleanor. Gigi; A Baby Whale Borrowed for Science and Returned to the Sea; by
Eleanor Coerr and William E. Evans. Putnam, 1980. 80-10346. ISBN 0-399-20558-6.
128p. illus. with photographs. $8.95.
Photographs of variable quality illustrate Coerr's detailed account of the capturing
R and observation of a baby gray whale. The text, which begins with some background
6-9 information about the habits and the migratory patterns of gray whales, documents
the whale's ability to learn, and the ways in which it communicated with trainers
and with the dolphin that became its companion. The scientists who planned the
experiment were successful in their hopes of learning more about the gray whale,
and they were delighted when Gigi, as planned, was returned to the sea and adapted
to freedom. The writing style is direct and matter-of-fact; the book concludes with
a glossary, an index, a bibliography, and a list of sources from which readers may
obtain further information.
Cormier, Robert. Eight Plus One; Stories. Pantheon Books, 1980. 80-13512. Trade ed. ISBN
0-394-84595-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94595-6. 172p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.99.
Each of Cormier's nine stories is preceded by his explanation of how it came to
R be written, the explanation occasionally including comments on literary aspects of
8- the story. While the book should interest many young adult Cormier fans, it seems
even more suitable for an adult audience, not because of the difficulty or sophisti-
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cation of the writing but because of the subject matter; most of the stories are written
from an adult's viewpoint. Many have autobiographical overtones, and while they
are not as trenchant or exciting as the author's The Chocolate War and I Am the
Cheese, they are adroitly crafted, perceptive, and often poignant vignettes about the
complexities of human relationships.
Cross, Gillian. Revolt at Ratcliffe's Rags. Oxford, 1980. ISBN 0-19-271439-2. 144p. $10.95.
In an English story about a strike, three children are the catalyst for the revolt at
R Ratcliffe's small clothing factory; their investigation begins as a school project. Abby
5-7 is the volatile leader, shy Susan the reluctant participant, and Christopher the grudg-
ing and ambivalent onlooker-at first. For Chris, one problem is that his mother
works at the factory and refuses to join the strikers; another problem for him is that
the two girls seem to him wealthy and snobbish. He is not aware that Abby's parents,
socially conscious liberals, are pushing their daughter, or that Susan's conservative
parents are outraged by her activism. Although the book focuses on the issues of
working conditions and on conflicting views of labor and management, it captures
the mounting tension of the protest, it gives (although sympathetic to the strikers)
some idea of the managerial viewpoint, and it never loses sight of the three children,
all of whom change their behavior realistically in response to social pressure and
parental attitudes as well as their economic situations.
Cunningham, Julia. Flight of the Sparrow. Pantheon, 1980. 80-12788. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-
84501-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94501-8. 130p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99.
An orphaned street waif, Little Cigarette is ten as she tells the story of the past
Ad year of her life: she had been picked up by thirteen-year-old Mago and rescued.
5-7 "I'd just been imprisoned in my second orphanage," she writes, and she describes
the garden shed where Mago brings her to join his other charges, sickly Friquette
(who commits suicide) and retarded Drollant, who is hit by a car. To get the money
her beloved Mago wants so he can put Drollant in a private clinic, Cigarette steals
a painting belonging to an artist who has befriended her, a theft suggested by the evil
Eel; she then leaves town, travelling from Paris by whatever means she can and
finding one haven (the home of the kindly, loving Madame Bruneau) as she searches
for her artist friend. Then back to Paris, when she learns he's gone back there; there
Mago is killed by Eel while fighting to protect Cigarette. In a brief last section,
Cigarette writes of having gone back to Madame Bruneau, of having a home at last,
and of her loving memory of Mago and her feeling that the chance for happiness that
has come to her is partly Mago's chance. This focuses less on style (although the
style of writing is competent) than is usual in Cunningham's books, and more on
plot. Although the plot is dramatic, and the setting and characters colorful, there is
little relief-save for the incidents on Cigarette's journey into the countryside-from
the relentless squalor, and some of the colorful characters (Mago, the collector and
defender of neglected children, or Eel, totally depraved and vicious) seem exagger-
ated.
Danziger, Paula. There's a Bat in Bunk Five. Delacorte, 1980. 80-15581. Trade ed. ISBN 0-
440-08605-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-08600-X. 150p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.45.
A sequel to The Cat Ate My Gym Suit (reviewed in the January, 1975 issue) in
R which Marcy's favorite teacher, Ms. Finney, was fired, is set two years later. Marcy,
6-8 now almost fifteen, has been invited by Ms. Finney, now married, to be a junior
counselor at the camp she and her husband run. In some ways this is the usual
camping story of pranks, bunkmates, adjustment to separation from parents, etc.
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This doesn't, however, follow a formula plot; it has depth in the relationships and
characterizations; and it's written with vigor and humor. Marcy learns not to expect
too much from others, not to assume that all problems will-or can-be solved; she
also learns not to expect too much from herself.
Dean, Anabel. Up, Up, and Away! The Story of Ballooning. Westminster, 1980. 79-23427.
ISBN 0-664-32658-7. 192p. illus. with photographs. $11.95.
Lightened by occasional fictionalized passages or bits of dialogue, this is a com-
R prehensive and well-organized history of ballooning that begins with the experiments
6-8 of the Montgolfier brothers in 1782 after they had seen, and been intrigued by, some
Japanese floating lanterns. From a fad and a sport, ballooning became a serious
venture, used for transportation, for military purposes, and for research. The text
is chronological, with deviations from the chronology because of such topical chap-
ters as "Balloons in War," and it is quite profusely illustrated with photographs,
drawings, and diagrams. The explanation, in the first chapter, of the physical prin-
ciples of balloon flight, is brief but clear. A glossary, bibliography, and index are
appended.
Duff, Maggie, ad. The Princess and the Pumpkin; adapted from a Majorcan Tale; illus. by
Catherine Stock. Macmillan, 1980. 79-24060. ISBN 0-02-733000-1. 28p. $8.95.
A frothy Majorcan folktale is nicely retold and is illustrated with softly tinted
R drawings that are more romantic and less robust than those of Margot Zemach but
K-3 are reminiscent of her technique. Moribund and sad, a lovely princess lies pining in
her retreat; her father offers a reward to anyone who can make her laugh, and an
old woman succeeds where others have failed. She makes the princess laugh by
telling her of a strange adventure she has had when she uprooted a giant pumpkin
and found a passageway to an underground kingdom, complete with a Handsome
Prince. Of course the princess goes there, of course she releases the H.P. from a
spell, of course they live happily ever after. The combination of a happy tale, a yeasty
telling, and engaging illustrations is felicitous.
Eckert, Allan W. Song of the Wild. Little, 1980. 80-15633. ISBN 0-316-208779. 225p. $10.95.
Caleb's parents just didn't believe him. The more he tried to convince them that
Ad he had the power to "inhabit" an animal, to project himself into its experiences, the
6-8 more irritated his father became. Only when he met a veterinarian while spending
the summer at a horse farm did he find an adult who not only took him seriously but
also took Caleb's word when he said an animal was ill. The story ends with Caleb's
death (kicked by a horse) and the vet, convinced that the boy's consciousness was
in an animal, trying to get the animal to respond. Those readers who dote on psychic
phenomena will probably enjoy the concept, and Eckert's writing style has substance
and structure, but the not-infrequent lengthy passages in which Caleb is "inhabiting"
a creature (several pages, for example, of sharing the sensations of a dragonfly) slow
the story to a great extent.
Elting, Mary. Q Is for Duck; by Mary Elting and Michael Folsom; illus. by Jack Kent.
Houghton/Clarion, 1980. 80-13854. ISBN 0-395-29437-1; Paper ed. ISBN 0-395-30062-
2. 60p. Hardcover ed. $8.95; Paper ed. $3.95.
This goes through the alphabet but doesn't teach it: A is for Zoo because Animals
NR Live in the Zoo, B is for Dog, because a Dog Barks, etc. A mole Digs, a whale is
3-5 Enormous, a bird Flies. The format is a-question page, b-answer page; exemplified
yrs. by "S is for Camel. Why?" and after a page-turn, "Because a Camel Spits." The
drawings are cartoon style, uncluttered but undistinguished, the concepts range in
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difficulty: V for Chameleon because a Chameleon seems to vanish is not simple nor
is it clarified by the illustrations, one showing an orange chameleon on a green leaf
and the other showing a green chameleon on a green leaf. Mildly entertaining as a
riddle book, confusing as an alphabet book or even to someone learning the alphabet.
Eyerly, Jeanette. If I Loved You Wednesday. Lippincott, 1980. 80-7772. Trade ed. ISBN 0-
397-31913-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31914-2. 120p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.89.
Dennis is fat and awkward, not much interested in school, not even aware that his
Ad friend Shirley would like to be more than a friend. Doltish and dreamy, he irritates
7-9 his father by almost everything he says and does. And then comes love, for Dennis
becomes totally infatuated with a new teacher, Ms. Carr. He sends a plant, and
assumes she'll know from whom it came; he gets a job to pay for the flowers; he
orders an engraved ring after he's kissed her once, he writes to the husband from
whom she is separated, etc. Ms. Carr likes him, but has no idea he's smitten-and
this is one of the less believable aspects of the story: Dennis is slow, but he isn't an
idiot, and it doesn't seem credible that he assumes (erroneously) so much. The
situation ends when he gives Ms. Carr the ring, and she realizes how he feels. She
leaves town. When Shirley, exasperated, tells him how much good the whole affair
has done him (he's working, his grades have improved, he's lost weight and is more
careful in his dress) and kisses him, Dennis feels the same electricity and excitement,
and knows the whole thing is going to happen again. Adequately told, this is mildly
amusing.
Freedman, Russell. Immigrant Kids. Dutton, 1980. 79-20060. ISBN 0-525-32538-7. 72p. illus.
with photographs. $9.95.
Freedman has assembled an interesting collection of old photographs for a book
R that gives a broad view of the experiences of immigrant children in an urban envi-
4-7 ronment. The text is divided into such areas as the journey to America, schools,
play, work (much of it illegal), and home life. Photographs are carefully placed in
relation to textual references, and the text itself is enlivened by quotations from the
reminiscences of several people about their first days in the United States as child
immigrants. Large, clear print and an index add to the book's usefulness.
Gallant, Roy A. Memory; How It Works and How to Improve It. Four Winds, 1980. 79-6342.
ISBN 0-590-07613-2. 108p. $8.95.
Serious, thorough in coverage, and explicit, this useful text describes how the
R brain works to store information and what the stages of memorization are, explaining
7-10 the importance of "rehearsal," or practice, in both short term and long term mem-
orization. Gallant points out that the ability to memorize improves with use, that
distraction (music to study by) is an obstacle to memorizing, and that a facility for
memorization does not equate with high intelligence. There is a section on computer
memory, and another on "How to Improve Your Memory." An index is appended.
Giff, Patricia Reilly. Left-Handed Shortstop; illus. by Leslie Morrill. Delacorte, 1980. 80-
65835. Trade ed. ISBN 0-440-04553-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-04554-1. 116p. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.45.
Not only was the honor of the fourth grade at stake, but the new teacher, Mr.
Ad Dengle, had promised that if they beat the fifth grade, there would be no more
3-5 homework on Fridays for the rest of the year. Unfortunately, the shortstop, one of
their best players, couldn't play and Walter was put in--only Walter was left-handed,
and ill-qualified for the position. He decided, with the help of his friend Casey, to
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make a cast of papier-mach6 for his arm so that he won't have to play. The ruse
didn't work, but on the day of the game, Walter convinced the left-fielder to trade
places and the fourth grade won the game. The writing style is adequate, lightly
humorous, and the events are realistic, but the structure and development of the
story are slight, and the characterization is of the aren't-kids-cute type, minimally
amusing but superficial.
Goodall, John S. Paddy's New Hat; written and illus. by John S. Goodall, Atheneum, 1980.
80-80129. ISBN 0-689-50172-2. 32p. $6.95.
Alternating full and half pages, Goodall tells a story through the pictures only;
Ad each half page changes a scene enough to carry the action forward. The plump
3-5 Edwardian pig of several earlier stories is the protagonist and, the title notwithstand-
yrs. ing, his adventures have little to do with a new hat. A straw boater, the hat blows
off and sails into a police recruiting office; Paddy is signed on, gets into a few scrapes,
and catches a burglar. The book ends with Paddy being given a medal by royalty
and-last page-strutting down the street with a plume in his hat-band. While the
story line is clear, it relies, more than is Goodall's usual wont, fairly heavily on
coincidence; however, the action is brisk and often amusing (as when the neophyte
bobby makes a total snarl of traffic and runs off) and the pictures are, as always,
deftly composed and gracefully painted in soft watercolor.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Bremen-Town Musicians; ad. and illus. by Ilse Plume.
Doubleday, 1980. 79-6622. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-15161-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-
15162-4. 27p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.90.
An adaptation of the familiar tale from the Brothers Grimm does not deviate
Ad substantially from the standard version, but does make small changes in the style
K-3 (it's always "Bremen-town" rather than "Bremen") that do not improve on the
original; this is simplified and rather bland. The illustrations have something of the
same quality: subdued colors, rounded contours, and no strong or sharp lines.
Hague, Kathleen, ad. East of the Sun and West of the Moon; retold by Kathleen and Michael
Hague; illus. by Michael Hague. Harcourt, 1980. 80-13499. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-
15-224702-5; Paper ed. ISBN 0-15-224703-3. 33p. Hardcover ed. $9.95; Paper ed.
$3.95.
An adequate retelling that extends and embellishes the standard Thorne-Thomsen
Ad version, this is the traditional Norse tale of the White Bear who demands the youngest
4-6 daughter as return for improving the lot of a poor man; the bear assumes his real
form at night and must not be seen (a standard folktale device) or he will have to
wed a troll in a castle that is east of the sun and west of the moon. There the girl
is taken by the North Wind, and there she rescues her lover through loving magic.
Hague's paintings are interestingly varied: the frontispiece is conventionally repre-
sentational and could almost be from Heidi; the picture of the girl bending over her
sleeping lover is softly blurred and romantic, in an economically composed scene
with only one tiny background detail; the fantasy scenes are richly ornate and dra-
matic.
Hayman, LeRoy. Up, Up, and Away! All about Balloons, Blimps, and Dirigibles; illus. with
photographs. Messner, 1980. 79-27824. ISBN 0-671-33001-2. 190p. $8.29.
Like the same title by Dean, reviewed above, this history of ballooning covers
Ad both the historical aspects and the ways in which balloons have been used. This
6-8 begins with a detailed account of the Double Eagle II in 1978. More loosely organized
than the Dean book, this is written in a breezy, often conversational style; it puts
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rather more emphasis on ballooning as a sport the reader may enjoy, including
information on becoming a balloon or a blimp pilot. A bibliography and an index are
included.
Herold, Ann Bixby. The Helping Day; illus. by Victoria de Larrea. Coward, 1980. 79-4451.
ISBN 0-698-20492-1. 28p. $7.95.
David's desire to be helpful is thwarted because each member of his family refuses
Ad aid. He helps some ants carrying crumbs, some worms that have strayed into danger,
3-5 a butterfly caught in a spiderweb, and a baby rabbit threatened by a cat. His father
yrs. teases him, then agrees-when he hears about David's activities-that David has
been helpful, that he'll go get David an ice-cream cone. For his mother and brother,
too? His father says, "One each." "I'll help!" David offers. End of story. The
illustrations, scratchy pen drawings, are tinted with red and orange on alternate
double-page spreads; the story shows kindness to animals, socially approved be-
havior, and good parent-child relations, but it is both slight and bland.
Holz, Loretta. The Christmas Spider: A Puppet Play from Poland & Other Traditional Games,
Crafts, and Activities; illus. by Charles Mikolaycak. Philomel, 1980. 79-24770. ISBN
0-399-20754-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-399-61164-9. 26p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$5.99.
In addition to the puppet play, with instructions for making the scenery and the
R puppets, other projects that are related to the cut-paper folk art of Poland are tree
4-6 decorations, Easter Eggs, and the lovely designs of wycinanki, the cut-paper designs
that vary according to regions within Poland. There are also directions for playing
some Polish games; all the projects are illustrated by the bright, nicely detailed
collage pictures; the instructions are clear and not too complicated.
Hunt, Patricia. Koalas; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1980. 80-13717. ISBN 0-396-07849-4.
45p. $4.95.
Nature editor of Life magazine for many years as well as an elementary school
R teacher, Hunt writes direct and simple prose; the tone is quietly authoritative and
2-4 the style casual but dignified. A continuous text is broken by topic headings, lightened
by the use of photographs, and made accessible by an index. The text describes the
koala and other marsupials, group and individual behavior, and the patterns of feed-
ing, courtship, mating, breeding, and so on. Hunt also discusses predators, including
people, and the experiences zoos have had with koalas.
Hurwitz, Johanna. Superduper Teddy; illus. by Susan Jeschke. Morrow, 1980. 80-12962. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-688-22234-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32234-4. 80p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.67.
Teddy is five, very shy, and envious of his older sister who is seven, because she
R always gets to do things first and because she's gregarious and outgoing. He gets
2-4 comfort from his Superman cape. The chapters are anecdotal, but are connected by
the theme of gaining self-confidence, a facet that should please the book's audience.
The illustrations are lively and comic but all the people are aggressively ugly; the
writing style is light and casual, marred occasionally by such phrases as ". .. they
expressed their envy .. ." which might be difficult for young children. On the whole
a sunny, positive book with good dialogue and pleasant adult-child relationships, this
can be used for reading aloud to younger children.
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Keats, Ezra Jack. Louie's Search; written and illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Four Winds, 1980.
80-10176. ISBN 0-590-07743-0. 30p. $9.95.
"Maybe someone would notice him-someone he'd like for a father," Louie thinks
Ad as he puts on some "funny things" in order to be noticed when he goes for a walk.
K-2 After seeing this and that around the neighborhood, Louie picks up a music box that
has fallen off a truck; the angry driver pursues him and accuses him of being a thief.
They go to Louie's house; when the man realizes that the music box plays better
than it ever has for him, he suddenly decides to give it to Louie. The man becomes
a friend, then marries Louie's mother. A slight and not convincing story, with an
abrupt start and an equally abrupt ending, is told in simple but choppy fashion; the
illustrations, combining collage and paintings in vibrant colors, are nicely composed
save for some pages that seem over-filled.
Korschunow, Irina. Who Killed Christopher? tr. from the German by Eva L. Mayer. Collins,
1980. 79-14432. ISBN 0-529-05523-6. 125p. $8.95.
It is Martin, Christopher's best friend, who tells the story, which begins with
Ad Christopher's funeral; he had hit a stone while bicycling too fast, and had fallen into
7-9 the path of a truck. Was it an accident, or was it the last careless act of an unhappy
adolescent who didn't want to live? Was his unhappiness caused by his tyrannical
father? A strict teacher who taunted him? Or by the knowledge that his girl, Ursula,
was pregnant? Martin's account moves back and forth between past and present,
remembering, probing, wondering. The book ends with Martin feeling closer to his
mother, happy because he thinks there will be a new relationship between him and
Ursula, of whom he has become fond. It's a tenuous ending for so intense and often
turgid a story. The book explores some deep concerns of adolescents, but its appeal
to them may be limited by the flashback technique, since it is not always smooth in
transition, and by the long, introspective passages that slow the story's development.
Laura, Jason. South Africa; Coming of Age under Apartheid; by Jason Laure and Ettagale
Laure; illus. with photographs by Jason Laure. Farrar, 1980. 79-23109. ISBN 0-374-
37146-6. 180p. $13.95.
As in their earlier books (Joi Bangla: The Children of Bangladesh and Jovem
R Portugal: After the Revolution) the Laures reflect, through their photojournalistic
7-10 studies of young people in complex and changing societies, a broad picture of political
and sociological facets of each society. Here they report on interviews with eight
young South Africans, each of a different ethnic, tribal, or social group. Quoted
comments by the subjects and excellent photographs add quick appeal to the de-
pressing yet interesting picture of the imbalances and intricacies of apartheid and
the ways in which it affects and limits young people. The picture is not without hope:
many of those interviewed are (usually through education) seeing improvement-or
hope of improvement-in their own lives; nevertheless, the Laures conclude this
important and eminently readable study by suggesting that major changes are unlikely
to occur for many years. A glossary is provided.
Lyttle, Richard B. People of the Dawn; illus. by Heidy Fogel. Atheneum, 1980. 79-22766.
ISBN 0-689-30750-0. 181p. $10.95.
Lyttle describes the work of archeologists at sites in South, Central, and North
R America, the interpretations of artifacts found there, and the knowledge posited on
8- the basis of those interpretations plus information about climate, resources available,
and so on. Although heavily laden with detailed descriptions and comparisons of
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such objects as points and blades, this gives a fascinating picture of what a trained
observer can deduce about a culture, and Lyttle makes it clear that archeologists-
distinguishing between conjecture and fact-seldom claim more than high probability
for their findings. Perhaps of greatest appeal to lay readers will be the details about
how a dig is run and the evidence of parallel cultural details that indicate relationships
between cultures; for example, the similarity in pottery decoration of Japanese sherds
of 3000 B.C. and those found in an Ecuadorian site at a 5000-year-old level. A
bibliography and an extensive relative index are provided.
Macaulay, David. Unbuilding; written and illus. by David Macaulay. Houghton, 1980. 80-
15491. ISBN 0-395-29457-6. 80p. $9.95.
"On April 1, 1989," Macaulay begins, "Prince Ali Smith ... suggested that GRIP
R (Greater Riyadh Institute of Petroleum) buy the Empire State Building." Planning
5- to re-erect it and set it up as GRIP's headquarters in the Arabian Desert, the prince
* negotiates the sale, hiring Krunchit and Sons to dismantle the building. Thus, step
by intricate step, a landmark is unbuilt. In the course of the (as usual) ingenious
book, Macaulay gives a wealth of information, in text and illustrations, about the
complex structure of a modern skyscraper; the pictures are remarkable for their
beauty as well as for their informative detail, and Macaulay fans will enjoy looking
for the one touch of incongruity that they know will appear somewhere in the draw-
ings. Save for the fact that one particularly stunning double-page spread is marred
by tight binding, the book is a joy: accurate, informative, handsome, and eminently
readable.
:McDermott, Gerald, ad. Sun Flight; adapted and illus. by Gerald McDermott. Four Winds,
1980. 79-5067. ISBN 0-590-07632-9. 30p. $10.95.
An interpretation of the Greek myth of Daedalus and Icarus, deviating to some
M extent from the Bullfinch version, is illustrated by bold, stylized paintings. Many of
3-4 the pages carry no text; all of the pages, text or no, are filled and over-filled with
colors that range from vibrant to harsh and that sometimes make the print difficult
to read. The pictures are striking in design but they are repetitive and they overwhelm
the story of the flight of father and son as, with homemade wings, they escape their
Cretan prison and fly to tragedy when Icarus comes too near the sun and is burnt.
Mari, lela, illus. Eat and Be Eaten. Barron's Educational Series, 1980. ISBN 0-8120-5396-6.
28p. $5.95.
Like the books by lela and Enzo Mari, The Apple and the Moth and The Chicken
NR and the Egg, this is illustrated with bold paintings set off by a stark white background
K-2 and tells a story without words. Unlike those earlier books, this is not as clear in
telling its story; while the pictures are equally dramatic (a tail, a slinking animal
body, a switching tail, a crunching animal body, a snarling feline face, the running
legs of another beast, etc.) and show the predatory foodchain, they may be less
comprehensible to small children, in part because each double-page spread shows
only portions of creatures (a bird and another creature's tail, or a tiger's face and
another creature's tail) in a continuum of a chopped apart frieze, and in part because
there is a loop effect when a mosquito bites a man who is lying down and aiming his
gun at an animal's tail . .. after which the "eat and be eaten" chain goes on, tiger
to crocodilian, to black leopard and his prey, the two with which the book began.
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Mauser, Pat Rhoads. How I Found Myself at the Fair; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully.
Atheneum, 1980. 80-12058. ISBN 0-689-30780-2. 58p. $7.95.
Because her mother isn't well, Laura goes to the state fair with her friend Mary
Ad Denton and Mary's family. An only child, Laura is overwhelmed by the big, noisy
2-4 family and is glad when she and Mary go off alone. However, when she loses Mary,
she searches frantically for any member of the family. She has some small adventures
and one frightening experience (the bar across her ferris wheel seat breaks) but feels
rather proud, at the end of the day, when she's reunited with the Dentons and realizes
she's coped on her own. This is a story told by Laura, and the first-person delivery
doesn't work well, primarily because Laura's separation from the others means that
there's a long time with no dialogue to break up a story that is written in a fairly flat
style at best.
Mayer, Mercer, ad. East of the Sun & West of the Moon; written and illus. by Mercer Mayer.
Four Winds, 1980. 80-11496. ISBN 0-590-07538-1. 37p. $10.95.
Mayer has chosen a title that may confuse readers, since it has always been used
Ad (since it was first included in the Asbjornsen and Moe collection of Norse folktales)
4-6 for the story of the White Bear; here it is used for a variant of the Frog Prince tale.
It may be particularly confusing because the Hague book, reviewed above, is a
variant of the White Bear story that has come on the market at the same time.
However, the illustrations are gravely romantic and handsomely detailed, incorpo-
rating some of the facets of the standard "East of the Sun and West of the Moon"
(the troll castle, the North Wind, the maiden's quest for her enchanted lover) and
incorporating such familiar folklore as magical objects used at the end of a quest.
The writing style is adequate, occasionally abrupt.
Meltzer, Milton. All Times, All Peoples: A World History of Slavery; illus. by Leonard Everett
Fisher. Harper, 1980. 79-2810. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024186-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-
06-024187-X. 65p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
The stark, dramatic scratchboard illustrations, softened by the beige background
R of the pages, are well suited to the serious prose, dry but inherently dramatic, of
5-7 Meltzer's text. Although Meltzer makes an occasional broad statement ("It was
Christopher Columbus who started the American slave trade") that may seem in-
adequately clarified, he writes for the most part with scrupulous attention to facts,
his attitude as objective as it is possible to be when describing the bondage of human
beings. He discusses slavery in all times, in all countries, putting some emphasis on
black slavery in America, and concludes with a brief commentary on slavery today
and what can be done to eradicate it. A bibliography and an index are provided.
Meyer, Kathleen Allan. Ishi. Dillon, 1980. 79-25574. ISBN 0-87518-093-0. 70p. illus. with
photographs. $5.95.
Meyer gives some background material about the Yana Indians and their four tribal
R groups (Ishi's was the Yahi) and about the persecution they suffered when white
5-7 settlers came to California. Most of the biography focuses on the way Ishi lived,
following the Yahi cultural patterns; since he lived for many years in complete
isolation, there is little personal material. This changed when (in 1911) Ishi appeared
in a white town, a ragged and hungry man of middle-age; subsequently he was taken
to San Francisco, where anthropologists became his friends and protectors, studying
through Ishi's memories the Yahi life and language. This is adequately written and
researched, although by no means as well written or as extensive as Theodora
Kroeber's Ishi, Last of His Tribe, which is for slightly older readers.
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Miklowitz, Gloria D. The Love Bombers. Delacorte, 1890. 80-65836. ISBN 0-440-04640-8.
199p. $8.95.
Learning that her brother Jeremy has become converted to a cult called "Help
Ad Our World Projects," Jenna goes to find him; she doesn't tell their parents what she's
7-10 discovered, but does tell Jeremy's best friend Rick, who insists on going too. Love
is the message of the group: love each other, love others, accept, praise, "love
bomb" into identification with HOWP, which is your home, your family, your future.
Jenna herself, visiting the project, learns it is a front for the Church of the World,
but she almost capitulates to the insidious love bombing. Rick is always an antag-
onistic critic, and he helps Jenna see that the whole movement is designed to control
the minds of its members, to gain status and profit for the leader, "Ibram ben Adam."
The story ends with a desperate and unsuccessful effort to wrest Jeremy away from
the group. This seems part expose, part message, and part narrative; interesting as
the subject may be to readers, the message almost outweighs the narrative here, to
the detriment of the latter. The writing style is competent, the characterization and
dialogue adequate, but the pace and momentum of the story are hampered by the
amount of attention given to episodes that elaborate on situations rather than de-
veloping the story line.
Mitchell, Joyce Slayton. See Me More Clearly; Career and Life Planning for Teens with
Physical Disabilities. Harcourt, 1980. 79-3768. ISBN 0-15-272460-5. 284p. $8.95.
In a serious, matter-of-fact approach to the problems of adolescents with physical
R handicaps, Mitchell encourages them to face the physical limitations of their con-
7-12 dition, assess their abilities and potential, fight the stereotyped attitudes they en-
counter, and plan for the careers they choose. The special problems or limitations
of particular kinds of handicaps are discussed in separate chapters; the author is
especially encouraging and candid in stressing-in other chapters-those needs and
interests that are common to all teenagers, disabled or not. Practical advice on coping
with fearful or overprotective parents, with peers, prospective employers, etc. is
included. A special section on vocational guidance, a list of sources for further
information and help (by disability), of facts on getting about (by state), and a divided
bibliography are included, as is an index.
Morgenroth, Barbara. Demons at My Door. Atheneum, 1980. 80-12053. ISBN 0-689-30781-1.
145p. $8.95.
One of twelve gifted students at Killiam High, Aly has everything: financial se-
M curity, a loved and loving family, a brilliant boyfriend. She's bright, attractive, and
6-8 popular. Yet Aly, who tells the story, is beset by fears, and they come to her in the
form of demons, demons who approach her at night and taunt her by day. Her feelings
of inadequacy mount with her mounting fears; she is sure that her demons are
reincarnations of the Wyoda, creatures she has read about in a book of Indian legends.
Her behavior becomes increasingly erratic, and her sister is upset and suspicious.
Aly walks out when taking her SAT exam. The book ends with Aly confused, not
sure of what she wants to do, but still sure her demons exist. The story gives some
idea of the pressure felt by an overachiever, but it has little movement, plodding
through a series of small events that amplify a situation rather than moving it toward
either climax or solution; the writing style is adequate, the characters believable if
not always drawn in depth, but the story has no momentum and little focus.
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Morris, Terry Nell, illus. Goodnight, Dear Monster! Knopf, 1980. 79-26904. Trade ed. ISBN
0-394-84221-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94221-3. 26p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed.
$4.99.
In a wordless picture book, Morris tells the story of a small girl and her pet (which
Ad seems to be a teddy bear) who prepare for bed and are frightened by a monster that
4-6 appears on the scene. It goes away, only to return after the two are in bed; sent away
yrs. again, the monster sobs bitterly. The girl and the bear pity it, play with it, and take
it to bed with them. Some of the pages are not explicit, particularly those in which
the monster first appears and for no demonstrable reason then departs; since clearly
pictured action is the essence of the wordless book, this is not completely successful.
Morris, Terry Nell, illus. Lucky Puppy! Lucky Boy! Knopf, 1980. 79-27024. Trade ed. ISBN
0-394-84220-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94220-5. 26p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed.
$4.99.
Like Good Night, Dear Monster! this is a small, sturdily bound wordless book,
R but it seems more likely to appeal to children, partly because of the familiarity of
3-6 the boy-dog situation, partly because the pages tell the story clearly. The illustrations
yrs. in both books are in cartoon style, not particularly adroit or polished, but uncluttered
and simply drawn. A boy sees a puppy in a pet shop window, but has no money (he
pulls out empty pockets to indicate this) and is so disconsolate he fails to notice a
frisky dog that keeps running ahead of him to get his attention (at one point the
desperate puppy stands on his hind legs and sings) until the very last moment. The
boy whistles, the pup jumps into his arms.
Patterson, Gardner. Docker. Atheneum, 1980. 80-13514. ISBN 0-689-50182-X. 145p. $8.95.
Docker tells the story of his first year in a Connecticut town; he's in ninth grade,
M an amicable boy who makes friends easily and-with or without them-gets into
6-8 scrapes just as easily. The writing style here is breezy, and the several incidents have
some humor, but the writing occasionally gets a bit cute, and the episodic chapters
provide no direction or continuity, each to do with some boyish prank or minor
problem.
Paul, Aileen. The Kids' Diet Cookbook; illus. by John DeLulio. Doubleday, 1980. 77-16888.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-13659-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-13660-9. 180p. Trade ed.
$8.95; Library ed. $9.90.
Sensible advice, easy-to-follow recipes, and a spacious format for logically-ar-
R ranged material make this an excellent book for those who want to lose weight, but
5-9 also for any young cooks who want to maintain a healthful diet. Paul is a cooking
teacher, and her carefully arranged recipe pages indicate her experience: separate
lists of "Here's What You Need" (including utensils) and "Here's What You Do,"
with specific step-by-step instructions in good-sized type on a page that opens flat.
The recipes and menus are preceded by general advice about safety rules in cooking,
sensible dieting, getting medical approval, exercising, etc. A list of caloric values in
individual foods, an index, a chart for keeping records, some suggestions for giving
variety to dishes, and other suggestions for making dieting bearable are included.
There's no note of condescension, no atttempt to imitate children's language patterns:
just straight talk and useful information.
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Pearson, Susan. Karin's Christmas Walk; illus. by Trinka Hakes Noble. Dial, 1980. 80-11739.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-4431-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-4432-3. 26p. Trade ed. $8.95;
Library ed. $8.44.
Although this is sedate in tone and in plot development, it has a cosy warmth, in
R pictures and text, in the depiction of family affection and small town neighborliness.
K-3 Sent on an errand on the day before Christmas, Karin chats with several neighbors
but thinks constantly of her beloved Uncle Jerry and wonders if he'll reach the house
while she's on her walk. Remembering some of the things they've done together,
Karin makes it clear that Uncle Jerry is generous, thoughtful, affectionate, and
popular. When she gets home and peeks in the window, Uncle Jerry is there. That's
the best moment of all, she decides, the moment when your wish has come true and
it's just ahead. The snowy street scenes and holiday-decorated interiors are subdued
and representational, the story written in a direct, simple style.
Prelutsky, Jack. Rainy Rainy Saturday; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Greenwillow, 1980. 79-22217.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80252-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84252-6. 47p. (Read-Alone
Books). Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.71.
Prelutsky sacrifices some of his usual flair and humor to write more sedately and
R simply for the beginning independent reader. The poems are childlike in concept and
1-3 appeal, written on such subjects as cleaning one's room, making fudge with father,
letting imagination run riot in a coloring book, etc. While these don't have the barbs
or wit of Prelutsky's poems for older readers, they have some of the same appeals
of rhyme and rhythm, and the combination of subject appeal and simple vocabulary
make them appropriate for the intended audience. Hafner's slightly frowsty people
are in browns and purples, accentuating the rainy day theme.
Ray, Mary. Rain from the West. Faber, 1980. ISBN 0-571-11532-2. 175p. $13.95.
The last in a series of five linked novels about Roman Britain, this English story
R is told in first person from the viewpoints of two major characters: Flavius, a young
7-10 Roman tribune, and Pyrrha, the Corinthian bride of a Greek scientist; both young
people have just come to Britain, and neither likes the country at first. Like Sutcliff's
historical fiction, this is deeply imbued with a sense of period, so that details of
dress, food, customs, geography, etc. are smoothly incorporated into dialogue and
exposition; it is also a stirring adventure tale, depicting the unrest and violence of
a frontier society and the gradual change in the protagonists as they learn to know
and accept Britain as their home.
Ross, David H. How to Keep Warm in Winter; written and illus. by Dave Ross. T. Y. Crowell,
1980. 79-6838. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04077-6; Paper ed. ISBN 0-690-04060-1. 29p.
Library ed. $6.89; Paper ed. $3.95.
Cartoons illustrate a series of jokes under such rubrics as Hot Tips, Cool Maneu-
M vers, Energy Conservation Ideas, Toasty Winter Fashion Hints, and Warm-Ups, but
2-4 the headings have little significance. Examples of hot tips: sell your soul, grow hot
peppers, buy a hot car, buy a house near a volcano. Examples of energy conservation
ideas: store summer sunshine in jars, run a fever, install your furnace on the ceiling.
Most of the jokes are more far-fetched than funny; this is the type of nonsense humor
that has its biggest response from the primary grades audience.
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Roy, Ron. Breakfast with My Father; illus. by Troy Howell. Houghton/Clarion, 1980. 80-
12963. ISBN 0-395-29430-4. 27p. $7.95.
David had thought he'd never see his father again after Dad moved out, but one
Ad Saturday morning Dad woke him and said that they were going out to breakfast
K-2 together. They did that for many Saturdays, always ordering the same food. One
morning Dad didn't show up, and when his mother came in to get him up, he didn't
want breakfast; when he got to the kitchen, his father was there. How long was he
staying? "Today and tomorrow, then we'll see." That's the inconclusive end to a
placid, rather static story, illustrated by soft, simply composed and nicely textured
drawings; the book has no sharp weaknesses, but it lacks direction and contrast.
Scott, Jane. Cross Fox. Atheneum, 1980. 80-13515. ISBN 0-689-50183-8. 130p. $7.95.
Jamie, who's just moved from town to the country, is enthralled by the beauty of
Ad a fox he sees one day when he's alone in the woods. He's horrified when a neighbor
4-6 goes hunting for the fox, which has ravaged his poultry. The neighbor's son, Tommy,
is a bullying type who despises Jamie when he spoils a shot (deliberately, although
Tommy doesn't know that) and who is sullen when his parents are hospitable to
Jamie. The fox, marked in a cross pattern, is also appreciated by Tommy's younger
sister; she and Jamie act in collusion to protect the cross fox. When the fox is hunted,
it escapes because of Jamie's intervention, but a dog belonging to one of the hunters
is accidentally killed, and Jamie is anguished by remorse. A little talk with his father
helps him understand the complex feelings about fox and dog .. . and with that little
sermon, the book ends. The story stresses Jamie's compassion, and for sympathetic
animal lovers it may have some suspense, but it's a thin narrative that seems
overextended, and the ending is weak.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Gila Monsters Meet You at the Airport; illus. by Byron Barton.
Macmillan, 1980. 80-12264. ISBN 0-02-782450-0. 28p. $8.95.
If there's a lesson here, it's painless, as Sharmat at her best shows a Manhattan
R child (filled with dread at all the awful things he's heard about Arizona) meeting an
K-3 east-bound boy (filled with dread about all the things he's heard about New York)
at the airport. Our Hero quickly discovers that Gila monsters are not at the airport,
that not everybody wears chaps and spurs. For goodness sakes, they even play
baseball! The exaggeration is amusing, the style yeasty, with a nice final touch; the
illustrations are comic and awkward, but add little that's not inherent in the story.
Sheafer, Silvia Anne. Women of the West. Addison-Wesley, 1980. 79-28447. Hardcover ed.
ISBN 0-201-06670-X; Paper ed. ISBN 0-201-06671-8. 152p. illus. Hardcover ed. $8.95;
Paper ed. $5.95.
Sheafer writes about ten women, a few of whom are well known (Lola Montez,
M Lotta Crabtree) and are better described in full biographies written for children. One
7-9 was a stagecoach driver who passed for fifty years as "Charlie Parkhurst," others
are apparently included because they lived in the West in the nineteenth century and
came to a tragic end, another of the ten was a San Francisco woman who saved
immigrant Chinese girls from a life of slavery or prostitution. Some of the episodes
are highly fictionalized: the conversation between a husband and wife just before he
murdered her and committed suicide, or the entire episode of Charlie Parkhurst, told
as a narrative by a child and including a photograph captioned "Charlie handles the
reins with skill and courage," and showing the back view of two figures driving a
team of horses. No sources are cited, and although there is much that is dramatic
and exciting in the ten accounts, the amount of fictionalization and often mawkish
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("Heaven shone in her lustrous eyes . . .") or careless (". . . her once pretty brown
eyes merely reflected a lifetime of gambling, wild Gold Rush adventures, and ques-
tionable morals.") writing weaken the book severely.
Shyer, Marlene Fanta. My Brother, the Thief. Scribner, 1980. 80-343. ISBN 0-684-16434-5.
138p. $8.95.
Twelve-year-old Carolyn tells the story, so that the reader sees Richard (her half-
Ad brother, sixteen) through her loving, apprehensive eyes. It's Carolyn who suspects
6-8 that Richard and his friend Flim-flam are stealing, but says nothing to her parents;
she also knows that Richard is trying to get in touch with his father. When she learns
that a member of the family's club has notified the police that property is missing
from members' lockers, Carolyn goes to warn Richard and actually sees him stealing
in a record shop. Confronted later, he breaks down, sobs, and says he's no good-
just like his father. It is this dislike of self that is clearly at the bottom of Richard's
behavior, no doubt aggravated by the high standard set by his step-father. When
Richard is finally picked up by the police, there is a stormy scene in which Carolyn's
father slaps Richard, then kisses the boy and tells him that it's because he cares so
much, because he loves him that he's angry. He also confesses to some very specific
weaknesses to make Richard feel better. And all this works-Richard never steals
again. This is not as tightly constructed as the author's Welcome Home, Jellybean,
moving erratically and often slowly from a brisk start to an ending that's a bit pat.
Still, the book explores with sympathetic perception the questions of ethical concepts,
loyalty, and step-parental relations, and the characters and dialogue are sound.
Spier, Peter. People; written and illus. by Peter Spier. Doubleday, 1980. 78-19832. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-385-13181-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-13182-8. 38p. Trade ed. $10.00; Library
ed. $10.95.
In a very large, very thin, profusely illustrated book about people the world over,
R Spier examines the fascinating diversity of the human race. People wear different
3-5 kinds of clothes, or no clothes at all; they worship in many different ways, live in
different kinds of homes, and play different games. Individuals are different: What
one cries about, another laughs at, and there are rich and poor, lazy and industrious,
and so on. Conclusion: although some people hate others who are unlike themselves,
how dull it would be if we were all alike, and-in closing-"Now, isn't it wonderful
that each and every one of us is unlike any other?" The text is a bit disorganized,
but it can provoke discussion; the illustrations, infinitely detailed in full, but not
often overcrowded pages, should appeal to a much wider audience than the one that
the simply written, very large print text is most appropriate for.
Stevens, Carla. Sara and the Pinch; illus. by John Wallner. Houghton/Clarion, 1980. 80-15123.
ISBN 0-395-29435-5. 48p. $6.95.
Three short, easy to read stories are set in Sara's classroom; Sara isn't the most
Ad docile of children, and in one story she's sent out of the room for pinching people.
1-3 In another, she is the only child who can't play in the new-fallen snow at recess
because she's left her boots on the bus (against her mother's instructions to wear
them) and in both cases it's the school janitor who helps her solve her problem. In
the third story, Sara's being a rather obnoxious birthday-girl, but she does give the
last home-baked cupcake to Mr. Zamatsky, the janitor. Neither the plots nor the
writing style has distinction, but both are adequate if a bit stilted, and the audience
may enjoy having a protagonist who's moderately antisocial.
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Stevenson, Jocelyn. Robin Hood; A High-Spirited Tale ofAdventure; illus. by Bruce McNally.
Random House, 1980. 80-5083. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84568-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-
394-94568-9. 38p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99.
In a mass-market travesty of a classic, the Muppets take over Robin Hood. This
NR is not without humor (the band has a Damsel-in-Distress Hot Line) but the humor
3-4 is often slapstick (Robin slips on a banana peel put out by a chatty bear as a practical
joke) and the writing style is flippant and slapdash. In sum, this deviates from the
story, it has invented additions, it includes talking animals, it is written and illustrated
in pedestrian style.
Thayer, Jane. Applebaums Have a Robot; illus. by Bari Weissman. Morrow, 1980. 79-28065.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-22231-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32231-X. 30p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Mr. and Ms. Maker, robot-makers, had produced a family of brilliant robots who
R chose distinguished careers; the youngest, So-on, shifted from one menial job to
K-3 another until he found the Applebaum's bakery. There he was called Doughy, and
he so loved the work that he asked his parents to give him extra arms so that he
could do more. Overwork led to a breakdown; when he came back, Doughy worked
at a more sensible pace, was popular with customers, and was taken in as a partner.
Mr. and Ms. Maker then included him when they spoke proudly of their wonderful
children. The illustrations, reminiscent of de Paola's work, are affably peopled with
chunky figures; the story is nicely told and adequately plotted. This isn't distin-
guished, but it's competently done, the robot hero should appeal to children, and
the message that all kinds of work are important may seep through.
Theroux, Paul. London Snow; A Christmas Story; illus. with wood engravings by John
Lawrence. Houghton, 1980. 80-16850. ISBN 0-395-29458-4. 50p. $6.95.
A miserly scrooge of a landlord, Snyder has threatened old Mrs. Mutterance and
Ad her two (apparently) foster children with eviction a few days before Christmas.
5-7 There is a heavy snowfall, Snyder disappears, the police make light of it, Mrs.
Mutterance insists they must go out and find Snyder. They track him down, and in
his gratitude he decides not to evict them as he has threatened to do. Mrs. Mutterance
is a bit too cute, in a blend of Mesdames Malaprop and 'Arris, but the plot and
setting have a seasonal appeal that is aided by the small, attractive wood engravings,
and the message (even though he has threatened eviction, Snyder must be found,
because it's Christmas and that's part of the Christmas spirit, doing good unto others)
is worthy.
Thomas, Dylan. A Child's Christmas in Wales; illus. by Edward Ardizzone. Godine, 1980.
80-66216. ISBN 0-87923-339-7. 45p. $10.95.
Ardizzone's marvelously evocative drawings, superbly economic in their use of
R line (some in color, some in black and white) are on almost every page of a prose
5- poem that has become a classic in its time. Like any poem, this has a cadence that
is better heard than read; whether children can cope with the long sentences, the
imagery, and the allusions, and whether American children of today can appreciate
some of the references, is moot. For those who are not daunted, the vivid, lyric
remembrances of the joys of Christmas in a Welsh coastal town, a narrative made
even more vivid by the artist, should be ajoy; for all readers, however, there is much
that should be a comprehensible and often diverting experience.
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Thomas, William E. The New Boy Is Blind; illus. with photographs. Messner, 1980. 80-349.
ISBN 0-671-33094-2. 64p. $6.97.
Although the photographs are posed, they are used with restraint in a book told
R by a child who is a classmate of Ricky, the blind boy of the title. The use of first
2-4 person enables the author to maintain a peer's viewpoint, especially in reactions to
other people's treatment of Ricky; it is only gradually that the narrator realizes that
Ricky's mother is overprotective, putting barriers in the way of her son's inde-
pendence and of his pleasure. Bit by bit, the reins loosen, as Ricky is allowed to
visit a friend or join in a class outing. The chief focus of the book, however, is on
how-academically, physically, and socially-a blind child can adjust to participating
in the activities and lessons of an ordinary classroom. Adequately written, this is
particularly useful in view of the current emphasis on mainstreaming.
Varnum, Brooke Minarik. Play & Sing-It's Christmas; A Book of Easy-to Play Carols; illus.
by Emily Arnold McCully. Macmillan, 1980. 80-16933. Hardcover ed. ISBN 0-02-
791400-3; Paper ed. ISBN 0-02-045420-1. 48p. Hardcover ed. $10.95; Paper ed. $5.95.
A piano teacher, Varnum shows the neophyte musician how to pick out some
Ad tunes on the piano, and uses her method for some of the most familiar Christmas
2-4 carols. Briskly illustrated with drawings of mice in seasonal pursuits (tinted in shades
of red and green) this uses a keyboard chart, showing fingers correctly placed in the
center of the keyboard; in order to show which hand should be used; Varnum puts
the letters of keys that are to be played with the right hand above the words of the
carol, those for the left hand below the words. It won't make pianists out of readers,
but it may afford them the satisfaction of playing Christmas melodies, and it may
stimulate a desire to study seriously. This cannot be used for standard performance,
since no notation is provided.
Wartski, Maureen Crane. A Boat to Nowhere; illus. by Dick Teicher. Westminster, 1980. 79-
28139. ISBN 0-644-32661-7. 189p. $9.95.
Wartski's political views are made explicit in her description of the callous, vicious
Ad government representatives who order Thay Van Chi, grandfather of Mai and Loc,
6-9 to leave the isolated Vietnamese village the war hasn't touched. The three are saved
by Kien, a tough city orphan who has become Thay Van Chi's protege. Kien has
a boat, a small fishing vessel, that's hidden; the four set out for Thailand, but are
rebuffed when they arrive-they are "boat people" now, unwanted. They have
many adventures before they are rescued by Americans; they encounter cruel pi-
rates, they are followed by sharks, they land at an island but have to escape again,
all of them are ill and starving, and Thay Van Chi dies. There's a lot of action in the
story, great sympathy for the boat people, and a happy ending to appeal to readers,
the writing style is adequate but no more, the pace is frenetic, and the writing is
weakened by the unnatural use of phrases given in Vietnamese and then in English:
no reason for one Vietnamese to say to another, "Thoi-dii, that's enough," which
is used five times.
Watson, Clyde. How Brown Mouse Kept Christmas; illus. by Wendy Watson. Farrar, 1980.
80-18532. ISBN 0-374-33494-3. 28p. $7.95.
Softly tinted small-scale drawings, tidily framed, illustrate a small book with a
Ad quiet, slight Christmas story. A little mouse begs to go down from the attic with the
3-5 others to see what people's Christmas is really like. He is awed by the tree, delighted
yrs. by the ornaments, and goes happily back at dawn with a prize, a piece of tinsel.
[82]
When the children come downstairs on Christmas morning, they notice that some
food has been eaten; upstairs, little Brown Mouse is fast asleep with sugar on his
whiskers. The twin appeals of mice and Christmas do not quite overcome the inertia
of the story line, although the writing style is adequate.
Weiss, Malcolm E. Gods, Stars, and Computers; Fact and Fancy in Myth and Science.
Doubleday, 1980. 77-80920. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-12488-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-385-
12489-9. 128p. illus. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.90.
Weiss rambles philosophically through a number of scientific areas, commenting
Ad on some of the folklore associated with them, or the superstitions, and pointing out-
6-9 in many cases-that contemporary scientists are discovering that some of the lore
and legends have proven valid; for example, the ages of Hawaiian volcanoes, the
efficacy of mold or colchicum in medicine, or the significance of the lights in the sky
that often precede an earthquake. It's interesting material and the writing style is
capable; the book is weakened, however, by the lack of an authoritative note ("Up
to the early 1960s, most geologists did not accept the idea that continents and islands
moved," fails to give readers information about Wegener's theory of continental drift,
formulated in 1912, for example) and by an unscientific tone of pontifical moralizing,
especially in the final chapters, in which Weiss discusses the moral issues he sees
in some scientific experiments. An index is appended.
Wells, Rosemary. When No One Was Looking. Dial, 1980. 80-12964. ISBN 0-8037-9855-5.
218p. $8.95.
Kathy, at fourteen, had been pushed by her parents and her coach, Marty, to win
R tennis matches; her younger sister Jody, was contemptuous about the attention
7-10 Kathy received and the selfishness she showed. Her best friend Julia, on the other
hand, was loyally supportive; Julia, beautiful and secure, even went to Florida
with Kathy when she took part in the National Championships. In fact, Kathy's
only problem was Ruth Gumm, a stolid girl who didn't look good on the court but
always managed to beat her-and then Ruth was found drowned in the club pool,
although she was a good swimmer. Ruth's parents insisted it couldn't have been an
accident, and both Kathy and her coach were suspected. At this point the story,
already strong in style and characterization, becomes taut with suspense as Kathy
struggles to prove her innocence and then to adjust to a terrible knowledge that
someone had killed on her behalf because an even more important tennis match was
coming up. Soundly structured, the story is left at this high, dramatic point; what
Kathy does about her knowledge is for the reader to judge.
Wersba, Barbara. Twenty-Six Starlings Will Fly through Your Mind; illus. by David Palladini.
Harper, 1980. 77-3811. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-026376-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026377-
6. 32p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
It is hard to identify the audience for this book, set up as an alphabet book but
M clearly inappropriate for the young child, both because of the complexity of language
4-6 and concepts and because of the intricate pictures that mask or minimize many of
the twenty-six letters. The illustrations are intriguing, original in conception, and
polished in execution of details, but they embellish the unfettered fancy of the text
rather than clarifying letters for the beginning reader. The text is often brilliantly
poetic-but will the reader who can understand "I is pale and discouraged. She is
blown like a match through the world, like a twig. She means ME and MYSELF
but is never her own. She takes comfort in infamous dreams," ever look at an
alphabet book? The illustration for "I," incidentally, is a sort of art deco foliage
matrix for a woman, standing, her eyes closed.
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Whiteside, Karen. Brother Mouky and the Falling Sun; written and illus. by Karen Whiteside.
Harper, 1980. 79-2014. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-026407-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026408-
X. 31p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Angry because of the sharp words his brother had used earlier that day, Mouky
M rambles about the neighborhood querying a cat, a tree, a spider, the river, and the
K-3 sun itself; each responds. Mouky's problem is that he knows he shouldn't let the
sun go down on his anger, and he wants to stop the sun. "He had seen it fall into
the river before. After that it would go back of the world until it showed up the next
morning on the other side of the city." Mouky says, "I can't let you fall in the river
now. If you do I be in trouble." The sun tells the wind, the wind tells a tree, the tree
tells Mouky to talk to his brother, let him say he's sorry. Thus, in a flat ending,
Mouky goes home. The block print illustrations are severe but effective, the story
less so-while the writing has a flowing quality, the story line is static and slow-
moving, with more talk than action.
Yolen, Jane H. Mice on Ice; illus. by Lawrence Di Fiori. Dutton, 1980. 79-19342. ISBN 0-
525-34872-7. 72p. (Smart Cat Books). $7.95.
Ink and wash drawings illustrate an adventure story in the Anatole tradition but
R without the Anatolian ebullience. Still, for beginning readers this has plenty of action,
1-2 humor (including some obvious puns of the sort the primary grade reader enjoys-
like a march by John Philip Mousa, or the Mice Capades, an ice show) and a frenetic
chase sequence when the Rat King kidnaps the star of the ice show and asks as
ransom the formula for instant ice that has made the show such a hit. It's all a bit
slapstick, but it will undoubtedly be enjoyed.
Younker, Richard. On Site; The Construction of a High-Rise; written and illus. with photo-
graphs by Richard Younker. T. Y. Crowell, 1980. 79-7889. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-
04003-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04004-0. 52p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Profusely illustrated with clear (if not always informative) photographs, the text
Ad describes each step in the four stages of putting up a concrete high-rise building.
6-8 The descriptions of each operation are lucid, but the text is weakened by irrelevant
comments by some of the workers: "I can make a lot of money in this racket. But
that's 'cause I know everybody .. ." or, "You know what I like about this job? It's
the variety." The print is close-packed; there is no index to give access to facts or
terms in the text.
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